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FIRE FAQs

What is fire severity?
C. Berger, L. Grand, S. Fitzgerald, and D. Leavell

Measures of fire severity

F

ire severity is a quantitative measure of the effects
of a fire on the environment, typically considering
both the damage to vegetation and the impacts on
the soil. Fire severity is described along a spectrum, ranging from unburned/low severity, to moderate severity,
and high severity.

Unburned/
low severity
Less than 25% tree
mortality, limited
effects on soils

Fire severity is driven by multiple factors that affect
how a fire behaves. Those factors are often depicted in
what’s called a “fire behavior triangle.” The three major
factors in the triangle are:
• The weather conditions during the fire (wind,
temperature, humidity)

Moderate severity
25–75% tree
mortality, moderate
effects on soils

• The topography of the landscape (slope, aspect)
• The amount, arrangement, and types of fuels that
are present during the fire
When fires burn during extreme weather conditions,
weather almost always overrides the other local factors
when fuels are present. Weather that can lead to rapid fire
growth and extreme conditions occurs when wind speeds
are greater than 20 miles per hour at slightly above ground
level, temperatures are at 80ºF or greater, and relative
humidity is less than 20 percent. Weather conditions on a
fire can change daily or even within the day.

High severity
Greater than 75%
tree mortality,
extensive mineral
soil exposure
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Fire severity is also influenced by topography. Fires
tend to be more severe on mid- and upper-slope positions
than on lower slopes because wind speeds and convection
winds are often greater on the upper slopes due to
drainages, canyons, and saddles that channel upslope
winds. In most cases, south- and west-facing slopes burn
more severely than north-facing slopes because these
aspects get more sun for longer periods. Natural barriers

such as rock outcroppings and waterways can help to slow
the spread of a fire and decrease the severity.
The amount, arrangement, type of fuels (including
live and dead vegetation), and the duration of the burn
are important factors that determine how a given fire
will respond to the landscape and to the degree of fire
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severity. For example, high-severity burned areas are
generally associated with two types of forests: dense,
multi-layered forests with “ladders” of flammable
materials that allow a ground fire to ignite the canopy;
and uniform, young, even-aged forests.
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Factors such as warmer and drier climate conditions,
past management practices (removal of fire-resistant
trees and excess fuels left on the site), an increase in
human-caused fires, and fire suppression (which allows
the amount of fuel to increase) have contributed to
an overall increase in fire severity in recent years. For
example, areas of central, eastern, and southwestern
Oregon, where fires have historically burned frequently
at low and moderate severities, are now experiencing a
greater proportion of high-severity fires.
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There are risks, costs, and benefits associated
with any type of fire severity, and a fire’s severity
can have differential effects on various resources
simultaneously. A high-severity fire in a watershed can
have negative effects on water quality due to runoff and
sedimentation, or on aquatic species due to increased
water temperatures from overstory vegetation damage
or death. However, high-severity fires don’t always lead
to negative impacts on resources of value. They can also
provide habitat for some species and enhance early seral
biodiversity. In fact, many species of birds, mammals,
insects, and plants depend on high-severity fire to
meet their ecological requirements. The black-backed
woodpecker is one good example. This bird uses patches
of dead trees for nesting and foraging.
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While we can’t manipulate weather or topography
to affect fire severity, we can manipulate fuels. Land
managers use treatments such as thinning and prescribed
fire, where appropriate, to prevent excessive fuel buildup.
These efforts can help minimize the impact of a fire on
the vegetation and soil. However, such measures must
be deployed over large areas in order to affect a fire’s
behavior and severity.
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